Conference report

Michelle Stitz, 08.01.2016

What was your overall impression of the conference?
-

I really enjoyed the conference and the work in my crisis committee. It was an interesting
topic and inspiring to work together with more experienced delegates, particularly from
other countries. We had a lot of fun in our cabinet as well as on the evening events and I am
looking forward to attend the next HamMun conference 

Were you able to learn anything from your participation in the
conference? And if yes, what?
-

I learned to survive a few days with nearly no sleep and too much alcohol :D but apart from
that I got a better idea on how to spontaneously deal with problematic situations and that
you cannot trust anybody :D I guess that’s characteristically for a crisis. Additionally I got
some knowledge about the situation in Mexico and the USA concerning drugs and practiced
my English a little bit which was nice as well 

What elements of the conference did you enjoy particularly?
-

I loved to work as a small group in the crisis and that it really depended on your actions how
the situation is developing. It was great to plan our next actions together and especially to
follow up the hilarious news about Donald trump and stuff like that! Apart from that the
evening events were a good opportunity to even meet more new people and have a good
time, I specifically enjoyed the delegates ball 

What would you like to improve in next years conference?
-

Sometimes (but I think it is maybe due to the format and not changeable) it was a little bit
boring for me and other delegates in my committee because our positions weren’t that
important and often information wasn’t shared with us and we were left in the dark without
anything to contribute .. Furthermore I think the catering service wasn’t that good, since on
one day they run out of the vegetarian meal really fast and I only got to eat a potato salad
consisting merely out of mayonnaise..

Did you feel well prepared for the conference?
-

At the beginning I was really nervous because I was the only one in the crisis who was at a
conference for the first team and I felt a little bit unsettled. But after the first working session
together I was fine and I think that my preparation was good enough since I really hadn’t
much to learn before, concerning the crisis topic.

 All in all it was a great experience for me to participate at the HamMun and I am glad I chose
this opportunity. I am thankful for all the work and effort you put in this and I believe that
you did great work except from a few little things that can be improved the next time.

